
Appendix B 

Strategic Business Continuity Implementation Plan 

The table below outlines activities to meet with the strategic objectives.  

Strategic objectives 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

1. Establish and maintain a strategic framework 
for business continuity  

 Review framework (including  

Strategy) 

 

 Review Policy    

  Explore alignment with BS65000 Organizational  

Resilience Standard 

2. Raise Awareness / access Publish annual newsletter for  

start of each year reviewing  

previous year & provide ideas  

for forthcoming year. 

Develop framework to include BC in ICT major incident  

reviews 

Develop BC notice boards to take account of IM restrictions but 
keep in line with Hampshire as much as possible 

 

Make better use of Business  

Continuity Awareness Week  

(BCAW) 

 Participate in resolver groups, to ensure that the 
impacts to the business are minimised or mitigated in the 
event of ICT outages or denial of access to buildings. 

 Make use of peer assessment with other forces (national  

Group now have funding for training audit idea) 

3. Plan exercises and  improve process of 
sharing lessons learnt 

(A BC disruption will only counted as an 
exercise where lessons learnt have been 
written up and actions taken forward) 

Continue to develop / improve  

on documenting lessons  

learned at time of exercise 

Examine and consult on potential for MOU between  

forces on sharing BC practitioners during incidents /  

major disruptions 

Ensure all relevant stakeholders are made aware of lessons learnt from exercises and  

incidents 

Start log of incidents that can be developed into case  

studies showing clear lessons learnt 

 

Participate in SE BC exercise  

ref flu - need to hold exercise in  

Force. The results will then be  

used for the national group  

exercise  

IT exercise failing Niche  

+ a business disruption  

at the same time.  

 

Exercise based on the new  

Records Evidence Store. 

Exercise HQ South plan  

Exercise BCP in Slough LPA   

based around stores area. 

Exercise HQ North BCP + Sulhamstead BCP 

4 Develop and improve BCP’s Review BC Programme to  
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ensure organised in most 
effective way 

Finalise BCP for HQ South Complete HQ North plan   

Start HQ North BCP Start Sulhamstead BCP 

Joint working with Hampshire Constabulary on developing 
BCP for JOU and exercise 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   


